
IMPERIAL HERITAGE SCHOOL, SEC-102, GURUGRAM
MONTHLY PLANNER FOR AUGUST
GRADE XI- HUMANITIES (2023-2024)

Dear Parents,

Greetings!

As monsoon sets in, it brings in a change in one’s mood- optimism, new growth, cheerfulness are the various
dispositions that one sees around. In the month of July, teachers focused on reconnecting and assessing the
students after the summer break.

Book Week is an annual celebration for young children dedicated to spreading joy, appreciation, and the
importance of reading. As the school is observing ‘Book Week’ debate was conducted on the topic “Hard
Resources vs E-Resources,” wherein the students participated wholeheartedly and shared their viewpoints. It
was an enriching session for all the participants.

An activity of Travelogue in English was done with reference to the chapter – ‘We are not afraid to Die if
we can all be together’.The students of Grade XI shared their travel experiences wherein they faced certain
difficulties or challenges and how they dealt with the situations.

In Psychology, while studying the functional limitations of sense organs, for optimal understanding of the
concept of Absolute Limen and Difference Limen. The students were actively engaged in hands-on
demonstration. Students could comprehend that understanding of sensations is impossible without
understanding the AL and DL of different types of stimuli.

History allows individuals to learn from the past and make informed decisions in the present. Studying
history helps students develop critical thinking skills, as they learn to analyze and evaluate historical sources
and interpret different perspectives. Highlighting upon the same the student learned the art of cuneiform
script that paved the way for the great Mesopotamian Civilization.

In Political Science, the concept of proportional representation and elections in democracy was explained
wherein students participated in a discussion explaining the importance of elections in vast democracies like
India. Students explained the concept of democracy by using a flow chart on the smart board.

Values are an integral part of the curriculum at Imperial Heritage School and a quote by C.S. Lewis,
“Education without values, as useful as it is, seems rather to make a man more clever devil” resonates the
same. The value of the month was Courage and students engaged in a group discussion. They were taught
that courage doesn't mean you don't get afraid. Courage means you don't let fear stop you.

The month of August resonates with the patriot’s feeling of independence and freedom. As we step towards
celebrating the month of India’s Independence, let us come together and pray for the community to overcome
all obstacles!



ENGLISH HISTORY ECONOMICS

SNAPSHOTS
Unit 7 – Birth

HORNBILL
The Voice of the Rain
Childhood

WRITING
Speech

II EMPIRES

Theme 3: Nomadic Empires

Theme 4:The Three orders

MICROECONOMICS
Chapter 5- Production Function

STATISTICS
Chapter 4- Organisation of Data
Chapter 5- Presentation of Data
Chapter 6- Diagrammatic
Presentation of Data

PSYCHOLOGY POLITICAL SCIENCE PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Theory
Chapter 4 -Theory and Practical
(Sensory, Attentional and
Perceptual processes

Chapter 4- Executive
Chapter 5-Legislature

Unit - V: Physical Fitness, Health
and Wellness
Unit - VI: Test, Measurement &
Evaluation



● Hiroshima Day 04.08.23
● Investiture Ceremony 05.08.23
● Maadhyam:Inter school competition (hosted by IHS) 12.08.23
● Inter House Competition 17.08.23
● Heritage week : Edu Trip 19.08.23
● National Sports Day 29.08.23

● School timing is 8:00 am – 2:30 pm. School gate will be closed at 8.05 am. No entry will be allowed
post that.

● Students must adhere to the school timings.
● Students must carry the almanac to school daily.
● Parents should check the almanac and ERP app regularly for any information.
● Students should be in proper school uniform. Kindly use only black rubber bands, clips or hair bands.
● Students must wear ID cards daily.
● Leave application must be submitted to the class teacher, one -day prior in the case of pre-planned leave.

In case of illness, a medical certificate must be submitted within three days of rejoining school. In case
of long leave to attend important family functions, prior written permission of the Headmistress /
Principal must be obtained.

● Please ensure that your child is not suffering from cold, cough or fever at the time of leaving home.
Temperature test will be done for every student before entry into the school premises. A student
showing any Covid-19 symptom will be sent back from the gate.

● If there is a Covid-19 positive case in the family, they must not send their child to school.

We look forward to your cooperation in helping our children grow and learn together.

Headmistress Principal


